Protecting your belt as well as your bulk materials is important in the conveying industry. PPI offers a solution in both full and three-quarter conveyor covers to protect your application. Standard in galvanized steel, you can count on PPI Conveyor Covers to be strong and hold up to a multitude of environmental challenges.

**FEATURES AND BENEFITS**

- Available in full and three-quarter styles
- Galvanized for corrosion protection against the elements
- Match idler spacing for maintenance access
- Heavy duty galvanized steel mounting foot brackets
- Heavy gauge galvanized bands for greater rigidity
- Retaining bracket to hold the cover in an open position for maintenances
- Full-100% 180° Conveyor Cover can be opened for access to material and idlers
- Three-Quarter Conveyor Cover opened on one side for easy access to material and idlers
- Protects material and idlers from weather
- Protects the rubber belt from UV and weather
- Prevents the belt from lifting due to wind forces
- Increased operator safety
- Standard 4 foot long sections
- Call PPI for additional options

**WHY COVER BELT CONVEYORS?**

1. To protect the conveyed material
2. To protect the environment:
   - Against dust
   - Against noise
3. For operators safety
4. For the protection of the belt against the sun and weather resulting in longer belt life
5. For the protection of the materials:
   - With reduction of maintenance to the structures
   - To avoid loss of materials and productivity due to wind
   - To avoid deposits of rain water on the belt
   - To assure the efficiency of the industrial constructions linked to the belt